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A Fresh Approach 
to Pro-Life  
Conversations

Josh has been speaking publicly for 16 years 
and has been a keynote speaker at more 
than 100 events and services. He has made 
dozens of media appearances, including 
interviews by The Huffington Post, Focus 
on the Family and Catholic Answers Live.  
 
Josh has spoken in front of 17,325 people at live 
events within the first four years of ERI’s launch.  
To date, more than 130,000 people have read 
the ERI blog. 

Josh speaks on topics related to equipping  
pro-life people to have better conversations 
with pro-choice people. He will customize his 
presentation to meet your organization’s specific 
needs. Our goal is to facilitate the outcome you 
want to create with engaging presentations.

Josh has created a special speech specifically  
designed for use at Pregnancy Resource Center 
Fundraising Banquets. Ask us for a description of 
that talk and why it transitions nicely to a financial 
appeal.

KEYNOTES AND ENDORSEMENTS

To book Josh Brahm for your next event, please 
contact Jen Westmoreland at 980-721-4564 or
Booking@EqualRightsInstitute.com

To learn more about Josh Brahm or 
Equal Rights Institute, please visit:

www.EqualRightsInstitute.com
www.Blog.EqualRightsInstitute.com



JOSH BRAHM
P r o - L i f e  S p e a k e r

Looking for an engaging speaker? For booking, call Jen Westmoreland at 980-721-4564 
or email Booking@EqualRightsInstitute.com

w w w . E q u a l R i g h t s I n s t i t u t e . c o m

Listed below are some of Josh Brahm’s most requested speeches. He is also available to teach half-day or full-day seminars 
that will give your audience a more in-depth experience.

In this lecture, Josh will share ERI’s best tips for creating a conversational environment in which people are most likely to 
change their viewpoint. Some of these are tips ERI has developed and used since its inception, while others are more 
fresh, the product of continual engagement with pro-choice people. This is one of Josh’s most fun and engaging speeches, 
filled with great stories of real conversations to illustrate these important points.

6 Practical Dialogue Tips: What We’ve Learned from Talking with 5,000 Pro-Choice People

In 2013, a group of advocates from multiple pro-life organizations started heavily experimenting with different ways of 
arguing for the personhood of the unborn. The results were astonishing and proved to be more effective at changing 
the minds of pro-choice people than any other argument advocates have used in the past. It’s called the Equal Rights 
Argument. This argument masterfully takes premises that most pro-choice people already strongly agree with, and 
demonstrates that the only reasonable conclusion is that the unborn is a person with a right to live.

The Most Persuasive Pro-Life Argument

Want to be the most effective pro-life ambassador possible? This presentation will certainly help you do that! While 
surprising to some audiences, pro-lifers occasionally make arguments that are easily refutable. They also sometimes use 
tactics during abortion debates that are counter-productive. Josh carefully analyzes eight examples in this presentation.

8 Faulty Pro-Life Arguments & Tactics

The strongest pro-choice argument is one that grants the entire pro-life case that the unborn is a full human being (like an 
adult). But it goes on to claim that abortion should still be legal because women have a right to control their own bodies. 
Pro-life advocates shouldn’t be so quick to dismiss these “bodily rights” arguments, but they also don’t need to be afraid 
of them. Whether you’re a seasoned veteran or new to sharing the pro-life message, Josh will give listeners a road map for 
making a powerful case against these arguments. The audience will leave ready to engage any pro-choice advocate who 
defends abortion with “bodily rights” arguments.

Understanding and Responding to “My Body, My Choice”

Equal Rights Institute trains pro-life advocates 
to think clearly, reason honestly, and argue 
persuasively.


